
1 Possibility of early detection of issues High Low

2 Chances of building a future-proof platform High Low

3 Business value from analytics investments High Low

4 Alignment of analytics with evolving business needs High Low

5 Trust in data High Low

6 User adoption of analytics platform High Low

7 Performance of analytics platform High Low

8 Cost savings through optimization High Low

9 Adherence to security and compliance needs High Low

Which organization wouldn’t want to identify risks in its analytics setup before they result in increased complexities and costs?
Organizations embark on one or many analytics initiatives to gain strategic insights into their business operations to maximize their
return on investment (ROI). However, what many of them overlook is ‘health check of their analytics infrastructure from time-to-time.
Just like a neglected car, even the most robust data analytics infrastructure can develop rust, such as inefficiencies and inaccuracies,
over time, if not monitored effectively. Thus, doing a thorough health check of your analytics implementation is vital.

An Analytics Health Check involves a systematic evaluation of an organization’s analytics infrastructure to ensure optimal performance,
data integrity, compliance, and overall effectiveness in supporting informed decision-making. It acts as a vital diagnostic to ensure that
your analytics initiatives are healthy to deliver relevant actionable insights.

To understand how an analytics health check can significantly impact the chances of success of your analytics initiatives and the resulting
business outcomes, refer to this comparison below:

In conclusion, an Analytics Health Check provides a structured approach to assess and enhance an organization's analytics
capabilities, ensuring it remains competitive and agile in this data-driven era. 

S. No. Aspect If You Do 
Analytics Health Check

If You Do Not Do
Analytics Health Check

Your Analytics: Healthy or Sickly?
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